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A Night at the Sonesta: Annual Alumni Dinner
Nancy Zhu (278)
Editor-in-Chief

PC: Ernesto Estremera (278)

May 2nd was full of anticipated
festivities as alumni, students, and faculty
members of Dear Old High united for
the signature annual alumni dinner. This
year, the dinner was held at the Sonesta
Hotel sponsored by Chestnut Hill College,
Synergetic, and Temple University.
The class of 228 presented a gift of
228,000 dollars on the night of the alumni
dinner, showing not only the class’s devotion,
but their unreserved support for Central.
Alumna and CBS 3 news
reporter Trang Do (261) spoke about
her time at Central. She grew up and
currently resides in Kensington with her
high school sweetheart and husband
Kevin. Trang addressed education in
Philadelphia and supporting the youth
as the doctrine of the Central Alumni
association. Graduating from Central,
she has firsthand experiences that exhibit
the tight-knit family that is the Central
community. She continued her education
at UPenn and obtained her masters in
journalism at Northwestern University.
She started her professional career as a
correspondent for KTVQ-TV in Billings,
Montana and was an investigative reporter
for WMAR-TV in Baltimore, Maryland.
Founder and executive Director

The class of 228 proudly presents their gracious gift.
of Mural Arts, Jane Golden, gave a speech continues to work as a professor at UPenn
about her journey from being a student to while serving on the Mayor’s Cultural
building the largest public art program, Advisory Council and on the board of
Mural Arts. From her early education at directors of the Heliotrope Foundation.
Stanford University with plans of pursuing
Guest speaker Mr. Benjamin G.
law to her first mural to the streets of Lipman introduced this year’s Disharoon
Philadelphia, Jane Golden engaged the nominees and the winner of the award. Mr.
audience with her stories of how she faced Disharoon was a member of the 133rd class
many obstacles but stayed persistent. Jane and served Central for over 60 years. He was
developed intensive art programs that aim not only a student, but a teacher, a coach,
to educate the youth and restore mental an advisor, and a member of the Alumni
health in the community. Jane has received Board. Many fondly remember him as Mr.
several prestigious awards for her work and

An Undefeated Season:
Girls’ Varsity Lacrosse

Breaking Grounds on Construction

Yasmine Mezoury (278)
Editor-in-Chief
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Jordan Carrier (280)
Staff Writer
The Girls’ Varsity Lacrosse team,
coached by Ms. Snyder, currently holds
an impressive, undefeated record of 8-0.
However, as upcoming games present new
challenges, the lacrosse girls are excited
and eager to maintain their perfect record.
The girls have been led by team captain
and 278 member, Damali Teagle. Damali,
the team’s star player, will be continuing
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her love for lacrosse by playing division 3
at Gwynedd Mercy University next year.
As senior captain this year, Damali has
vastly grown as a leader. Although half
of the lacrosse team graduated last year,
Damali states “New and returning players
have stepped up. Everyone is pushing
themselves at practice and it shows during
the games.” Thanks to Damali and her
encouraging, positive attitude throughout
practices, the lacrosse girls have presented
indefatigable work on and off the field.
PC: Jordan Carrier (280)

An illustration of the new Art’s Wing |PC: centralhs.philasd.org
At every assembly, students of all
Joe M. Field of the class of 192
classes gather together to sing the sacred who founded Entercom Communications
school song in unison, praising dear ol’ high, dedicated $10 million in 2017 in order
and reiterating the often recited phrase, to build a new arts and music facility on
“We’re not like any other school!” What, campus, which will be an extension of the
exactly, is it that makes Central so different, main building, connected by a suspended
so special? It is the pure love and dedication walkway. Due to further funding and
of the students, faculty, staff, and alumni donations from the School District and
that makes this institution so different. Alumni Association, the new highThe new installment of the tech facility will include features such
Performing Arts Center encapsulates this as a performance hall and main lobby
exact atmosphere of dedication to students’ to host various events, the new facility
education. The school year is gradually providing room for advancements to the
coming to a close, but this is the beginning Art, Language, and STEM departments.
of a new era, marked by the hoards of
Due to a lack of funding within
construction crews and machines taking the school district, the arts have often
over the front lawn and parking lot. Now that been neglected, many district schools
construction has commenced, it is crucial eliminating their art programs as a result.
to consider the momentous implications Central, however, strives to provide
of this new addition to the school. students with a comprehensive education
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Central. The Disharoon Award is presented
“to a graduating senior who exemplify the
qualities that made Mr. Disharoon such
a beloved and respected member of the
Central High School family.” This year’s
six nominees were Molly Bevenour, Harsh
Jhaveri, Tristan Jennings, Ola Owodunni,
Noble Zahairagunn, and Nancy Zhu.
Harsh Jhaveri (278) expressed,
“I truly enjoyed the night. I was honored
to be selected as one of the nominees,
and knew that every single person was
deserving of this award. What’s more
was that my parents were proud of me.”
Molly Bevenour (278) added,
“Attending the alumni dinner is always fun,
and we get to meet so many of the amazing
alumni that went to Central before us. This
year was particularly special; I’m honored
to be nominated for the Disharoon!”
Mr.
Lipman
presented
a
brief introduction of each nominee
and announced Noble Zahairagunn
as the recipient of the award.
The event ended with the melody
and stomps of the school song. The night
proved to show the commitment and
excellence of the Central institution,
its people and all who support its alma
mater. As the 278th class of graduates,
it is important to remember Dear
Old High and give thanks to all who
have supported you along the way.

Damali Teagle, 278 captain, #20
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The Summer of Science: What to Do?
Jessica Lvov (279)
Science Editor

PC: Jessica Lvov

Finding how to occupy oneself
for three months of hot, aimless days can
be very daunting. However, as tempting
as spending interminable days playing
video games or lounging by the beach may
sound, summer is one of the best times
to prove to yourself, and to admissions
committees, that you are ready for the
college journey that lies ahead. For those
interested in science, below is a compiled
list of last-minute plans that not only
provide invaluable experience, but also
benefit your peers and community.

1. Join a summer program.

Hana Lampson (right) at UPenn’s “Penn Summer Science Initiative” Program,
presenting X-ray diffraction data

seem, many students are oblivious to
the incredible opportunities right in
our backyard. For those interested in
medicine, volunteering at a hospital
will not only fulfill the community
service requirement, but also open
doors to what a career in medicine
entails.
Further,
volunteering
is a great opportunity to show
involvement beyond the classroom
and is extremely self-rewarding.

3. Shadow

a

professional.

Philadelphia is rich with professionals
across all branches of science and
following one of these professionals
for a day or a week not only allows

4.

an individual to make valuable
connections, but also provides insight
into a more specific field of study.
When deciding a major, shadowing
can be a powerful tool in deciding
what to do for the rest of your life.
Making decisions over the summer
will not only make for a smoother
transition into the school year, but
will also ease tensions as the college
application process comes around.
Intern. Countless facilities are
constantly in search for energetic high
school students that are eager to work
and learn, and some programs even
provide students with a stipend for

Saying Farewell: Mr. Mendez & Ms. Kolsky
MaryElizabeth Greely (278)
Managing Editor

Mr. Mendez has been a teacher
at Central High School for the past 16
years—but his teaching career doesn’t start
there. He has been teaching for the district
for around 28 years! During his time at
Central, Mr. Mendez has taught many
of the Social Studies courses offered at
Central: World History, African American
History, US History, and Social Science.
When asked what his favorite class is to
teach, Mr. Mendez said, “...probably the
World History class and I think it’s because
I think I enjoy teaching freshmen more
than any of the other classes.” Mr. Mendez’s
favorite part about Central are the students
and their curiosity for learning, as well
as their politeness. “Here you have kids
saying good morning and kids coming
to see you before class, so that’s very
enjoyable.” After retirement, Mr. Mendez
plans to move away from Philadelphia, to
move away from Pennsylvania, even! Mr.
Mendez stated, “I’m going down South,
most likely to Northern Florida. I’ve talked
to some teachers and even some students

who have asked me what I’m going to be
doing, and I’ve told them I’m gonna get a
small farm and buy some land, like around
5 acres and kiddingly I’m gonna raise some
real kids--some goats. Some kids have
actually said they’re going to visit me.”

Central High’s secretary for 15
years, Linda Kolsky, will be concluding her
time at school this year. Before becoming
secretary at Central, she was secretary
at Olney High School while her son was
attending Central. Kolsky was an executive
board member of the Home and School
Association and, in an interview, joked with
the secretary at the time, Ms. Kretchmar,
about how one day she may be replacing
the secretary position. The rest is history.
As President McKenna’s secretary,
Ms. Kolsky oversees that everything
in the office is completed on a daily
basis in a timely fashion. Central
used to have twelve secretaries, so she
had big shoes to fill. She also handles
teachers’ payrolls as well as end-of-year
programs, such as Barnwell Luncheon,
Awards Ceremonies, and Graduation.
When Ms. Kolsky first embarked
on her CHS journey, she was overcome
by the kindness stemming from Central’s
community of students. She noted in an
interview how one day an alum asked her
how she’s liking this new job at Central. She
replied “I love it but I’ve heard words that
I’ve never heard before [...] the students

PC: Yearbook 277

Kejsi Ruka (278)
Managing Editor

Take Precautions With the Mumps Outbreak

Lily Lam (280)
Staff Writer
Vaccines have always been crucial
in maintaining the health of all people, but
what if these vaccines do not guarantee
absolute protection against a certain viral
infection? The mumps is a disease often
associated with painful swelling on parts
of the body and can be followed with side
effects such as fevers and chills. Especially
since the mumps is a disease that could
easily be caught just by breathing in a
sneeze or a cough from someone affected,
students are particularly worried. News
of the mumps outbreak first emerged in
February at Temple University, yet, the
college students affected have already
had their MMR vaccine that was said to
prevent other infections including not
only mumps, but measles and rubella.
Spokesperson of the Philadelphia
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Common side effect of the mumps | PC: toltfamily.com

Department of Public Health, James
Garrow, announces that while the MMR
vaccine shots provide some protection

said ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ and I’ve
never heard that.” Kolsky’s favorite aspect
of being a secretary at Central is helping
and interacting with the students.
...
When asked whether she will come back
to visit, she replied, “I will absolutely come
back and visit. I will probably still come
to the music shows. I’ve been fortunate
enough to have gone as a chaperone on
all the music trips for the past 15 years.
Sleeping on a bus in Chicago was probably
one of my least favourite moments, and I
will absolutely still be at the music shows.”

Pc: Yearbook 277

2.

Though many science or researchbased programs require applications
in advance, such as the various
Summer Academies at the University
of Pennsylvania, nearby universities,
hospitals, research facilities, and
more could still be accepting
students. Summer programs are not
only a great way to connect with the
community, but they also provide
participants with a head start in the
subject, often diving much deeper
than the core curriculum. Some
programs, such as the Pennsylvania
Governor’s School of Science, even
fund housing for those accepted,
opening the opportunity to move out
for the summer or even travel abroad.
Volunteer. As obvious as this may

means of transportation. Interning is
not only a great addition to one’s resumé,
but also makes for a great introduction
to a specific field or facility, many of
which may later hire their interns.
5. Do Research. Having a scientific
question and thinking of ways to
solve it is not only self-fulfilling, but
can prepare you to continue research
with a mentor during the school year
and compete in science fairs. Personal
research will allow you to become more
aware of what is being done around the
world and how to become a part of it.
6. Take a college class. Multiple
universities and colleges in the
Philadelphia area allow high school
students to take classes during the
summer. Taking a class is a great
way to get ahead of the curve, fulfill
some requirements, and become
immersed in college life. Taking
a course among undergraduate
students levels the academic playing
field and allows high schoolers to
experience the independence and
flexibility of school beyond Central.
Science is such a broad area of
study that cramming even one of these
points into a series of a few hot months
may seem intimidating. However,
summer break is a break, after all, and
the most important thing to remember is
to find joy in volunteering, participating
in programs, or doing research to
refuel for the upcoming school year.

from the mumps, its strength may fade as
time passes. At the rate that the infection is
spreading, Garrow suspects “this outbreak

to last a few more weeks at the bare
minimum.” According to CDC records,
there had already been 277 cases of mumps
across the country since March 16th.
The outbreak at Temple University was
not the only place where signs of mumps
had started to appear. There had also
been mumps outbreaks present in other
schools a few years back, such as outbreaks
at Harvard University, The University
of Iowa, and Syracuse University.
Researchers studying the mumps
case developed a possible solution for
the outbreak, which is to receive another
vaccine at the age of 18. Since it is possible
that the effects of the MMR vaccine
might decrease over time, it is believed
that another shot would be beneficial in
preventing the virus. Thus, in order to
prevent the risk of getting mumps, it is
important that students receive another
vaccination that will possibly provide a
greater immunity against the mumps virus.
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Remembering the Past: Holocaust Survivor Visits Central

David Tuck, only ten years old
when he was first deported to a labor camp,
visited Central on Tuesday, April 23, 2019
to share his tragic story with students and
staff. Relocated in 1941 among 900 from
the Lodz Jewish ghetto to the Posen labor
camp in Poland, Mr. Tuck was given a
number, 176, along with a slice of bread in
the morning and at night. Though he was
given ‘soup’ during the day, the survivor
claims that the portion itself was merely
water. He quickly began to lose weight, later
recalling that he was close to “75 pounds
at 15 years old.” Tuck was forced to wake
up at four o’clock every morning to dig
dirt and chop stones for the construction
of an autobahn, and went to sleep in the
lice-infested barracks praying to God,
“let me see the light for the next day.”
One morning, Tuck woke up
with a fever and realized that he had
typhoid, a bacterial fever that causes red
spots on the chest and abdomen as well as
intestinal irritation. Word was spreading
that the camp was closing, and although
Jews were being killed all around him for
being too weak to work, or not following
orders, among many other reasons, Tuck
continued to labor, “never giving up.” Soon,
his proficiency in German landed him a job
collecting trash; however, this opportunity
meant that he could not take his father
with him, the only parent he had ever
known since his mother died in childbirth.
The boy was left in the city with
orders to report back at four o’ clock
despite not having a watch. He was able to
get food from those outside of the camp
and even began to gain weight. However,
Tuck knew that coming back to camp fatter
could get him killed, so he was forced
to leave the little food he had behind.

Maximillian Hall (279) (left) and Jessica Lvov (279) (right)
pose with David Tuck (center), a survivor of the Holocaust.

As the labor camp closed, Mr.
Tuck was put on a train and transported to
Auschwitz, one of the largest concentration
camps during the Holocaust. He was
stripped, given a haircut, and tattooed.
A crude tattoo gun forever imprints the
numbers 141631 on his left forearm.
Clothed in a blue and white striped
jumpsuit, David Tuck would now work in a
German factory as a mechanical engineer,
building anti-aircraft guns and filing steel
bars down to size. With “chutzpah,” or
self-confidence, he befriended a man in
the rations office who gave him food,
including the occasional slice of bread.
This relationship was soon discovered by
his coworkers, and he was brought before
a Nazi commander. Fortunately, his quick
wit allowed him to be let off. “Commander,”
he said, “I need to go back to work to make
guns for the country.” He was to work in
the same fashion for four more years.
In 1945, Tuck was transferred
to Güsen II, where the American forces
finally liberated the camp. However, no
one was allowed to leave until every person

was checked for diseases. Once cleared, all
victims were given bags of food with “apples
and cakes and bread,” nevertheless, a doctor
advised Tuck to refrain from eating too
much at once because his weak body could
not handle the food. The boy took a bite of
bread in between certain time intervals until
the years-long feeling of hunger subsided.
Finally free, David Tuck wanted
to go to Italy, however, a quota was
established, making it difficult for him
to travel. Eventually, Tuck moved to Italy
for ten months, went to Paris, and got
married to his wife, Marie, after which
he immigrated to the United States.
Throughout his journey, David
Tuck never lost his faith in God, as did
many of those around him in the camps,
stating “God didn’t kill us, people did.”
To this day, the man prays and speaks
Hebrew, reflecting upon his public and
Hebrew schooling as a child with joy.
When asked why he did not
remove his tattoo, David Tuck responded,
“Why should I? I will never forget what it
did to me.” Though the man lived through

Mornings at Central: Open Advisory

Miller-Gentry Sharp (280)
Staff Writer
As the end of the school year
rapidly approaches, the first year of open
advisory is coming to a close. Central
implemented the open advisory system
with the goal of creating opportunities
for students to socialize, reach out to
teachers, or work on projects during the
first hour of the school day. However, the
school has doubts about continuing open
advisory due to its questionable efficacy.
Lately, administrators have held meetings
to discuss the future of open advisory.
There are many advantages to
open advisory. Open advisory allows
students to reach out to teachers to seek
help. President McKenna explained “We
like that it allows students to gravitate
towards teachers they want to work with.”
Open advisory also allows students to work
on group projects during school hours
outside of class, an opportunity that was
previously unavailable. Students who do
not have homework to complete or exams
to prepare for have the option to spend
time with their friends in the lunchroom,
while under the closed advisory system,
socialization during advisory was limited.
Open advisory allows students to meet
in clubs in the morning, offering more
meeting time and allowing students
to participate in more activities. All of
these benefits provide good reason to
Continued from pg. 1
Breaking Grounds on Construction
which cannot be achieved without art and
music. Mr. Benjamin Blazer, the Music
Department Chair, comments, “The
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unspeakable horror, Mr. Tuck refuses to live
a life of hate. Instead, he enjoys time with his
many children and grandchildren, stressing
the importance of education to future
generations. “The most important thing for
you is to stay in school… you are the future.
You’ll make sure this never happens again,”
he says, advising students to “just walk
away” from bullying, “...Trust me, I know.”
David Tuck shares his story
with the young that he believes will be
the leaders of tomorrow. He stresses that
it is important to remember the sorrows
of the past to prevent a recurrence in the
future. Cruelty occurs internationally,
subjugating people from different corners
of society, even in the twenty-first century.
The suffering of countless communities
and the death of more than six million
Jews would have all been in vain if the
lessons of this tragedy are not discussed,
criticized,
and
most
importantly,
remembered, for the generations to come.

PC: Maximillian Hall (279) and Jessica Lvov (279)

Maximillian Hall (279) | Staff Writer
Jessica Lvov (279) | Science Editor

8 a.m. in Central’s halls | PC: Ernesto Estremera (278)
maintain the system in some capacity. and as a result, Central staff have been
Some downsides to open unable to keep those hallways clear of
advisory have also become evident over students. Students in the hallway cannot
the last year. President McKenna summed hear the daily bulletin well and may miss
up the problems in one sentence, “It’s too important information. From the teachers’
loose.” According to President McKenna, standpoint, one advisory a week is not an
“lateness has been an issue.” Without adequate amount of time for them to share
anywhere to report to in the morning, necessary information. Students are not
students are coming in late more often. forming connections with their advisors
Over the past year, Central has had as and nurse’s notes and handouts become a
many as 800 latenesses in a single day. If challenge to distribute. Central is working
open advisory is to continue, a solution on a solution to easily distribute handouts.
must be found so that students arrive on
The biggest problem with
time to school. Another problem is that open advisory so far has been assembly
the lunchroom is not large enough to attendance. Open advisory requires
handle the amount of students who wish students to get themselves to assemblies
to use it. This has led groups to settle in and many students have not been showing
the third floor hallway in the mornings, up. According to President McKenna,
new Performing Arts Center will be a
huge addition to the music program. We
have already outgrown our space, so this
will provide us with the opportunity to
accommodate more students and continue
the high level of excellence that we’ve come

to be known for in the music department
and also provide new opportunities and
new experiences for incoming students.”
Though the process will be long
and tedious, the final result is a strong
music and arts program that will be the

David Tuck displaying his
Auschwitz tattoo, 141631

“Assemblies are an issue.” During
the meetings on open advisories, the
attendance at assemblies came up four
separate times. It is clear that assemblies
are one of, if not the biggest, problems
with the open advisory system. The
solution for assemblies is unclear. With
no advisor, it is easy to skip assemblies
and students often don’t hear about them
until the day of. Moving forward, Central
will need a solution that ensures that all
students are attending assemblies regularly
and getting the information they need.
President Mckenna stated that
Central was “considering a system where
students report to the first fifteen minutes
of advisory.” Since then, Central has
amended the advisory policy in the official
handbook, stating, “Homeroom will be
closed each day from 8:00-8:15 AM. At
8:16 AM, students will be free to leave their
homeroom to seek academic assistance
from teachers and peers.” This system will
require students to report to advisory every
day for the start of the period, allowing
them to get any necessary information from
their advisors, while also giving students
a good amount of time to meet with
teachers or attend club meetings. President
Mckenna and many teachers believe that
this system will offer the best of both
worlds: the organization of closed advisory
with the freedom of open advisory. The
new system will hopefully allow students to
use advisory to the fullest of its potential.
foundation of future students’ education. As
further expressed by Mr. Blazer, thanks to
the alumni, “This is a fabulous opportunity
to really expand and to have the facilities
match the capabilities of the students.”
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Brian Chen - Drexel
Sarah
Chen
D
r
e
x
e l
Cindy Chen - UPenn
Dawen Chen - USciences
Devin Chen - USciences
Emily Chen - UPenn
Justina Chen - USciences
Kevin Chen - Drexel
Kevin D. Chen - Undecided
Linda Chen - Drexel
Lucy Chen - Jefferson
Sarah Chen - Drexel
Suki Chen - Drexel
William Chen - CCP
Xu Chen - Drexel
Meriem Cherqaoui - Villanova
Kelly Cheung - Drexel
Samira Chhetri - UPenn
Amy Chin - Drexel
Laura Chiu - CCP
Alex Choi - UPenn
Angela Chow - UPenn
Bendu Fefer Chowoe - Temple

The Class of 278
Choying Chu - UPenn
Mikolaj Ciszewski - UHarrisburg
Jada Danielle Shardae Clark - West
Chester
Camryn D. Cobia - Hampton
Rebecca G. Cohen - CCP
Alexandria Joan Anne Comly Temple
David Cover - CCP
Jessica Cover - West Chester
Quinn Grey Cowen - Penn State
Abington
Madison Grace Crawford - Penn
State Main
Katelyn Sarina Cyril - Jefferson
John Dang - Drexel
Kimberly M. Danni - Boston
University
Joan O. Dartey - UPenn
Kamryn E. Davis - West Chester
Kayla T. Davis - Cheyney U
Reshma Maria Davis - Temple
Miranda Isabel DeBeary - Delaware
State U
Zhuxin Deng - Drexel
Andrew Vernon DePass - UPenn
Massiell Alberta Diaz - Drexel
Evan Dinh - Drexel
Margot J. Diver - Neumann
Donovan Dior Dixon - NYU
Jalil Charles Dixon - Undecided
Charles Do - Marines
Dawson L. Do - USciences
Dhimitra Doko - Temple
Hannah Dong - Drexel
Jenny Dong - Drexel
Tillie Rose Donover - UPenn
Mikal A. Dover - Kutztown
Makayla Tenille Drew - Virginia
State University
Madison Anne Duffy - Penn State
Abington
Saadeldeen Elnafe - Temple
Dennis Espejo - UPitt Main
Ernesto Estremera - Penn State
Abington
Briana A. Estupinan - Temple
Erik Evans - Penn State Altoona
Kesaiya Saje Evans - Wester Chester
John Isaac Faller - UPenn
Zaakirah H. Farnum - Penn State
Abington
Fionna Maureen Farrell - Oberlin
Emily Katherine Fass - Temple
Farah Feddaraini - Drexel
Cheng Ye Feng - Penn State Main
Hui Yuan Feng - Drexel
Luisa L. Fernandez - UPenn
Alana Marie Figueroa - Eastern U
Janaya T. Fisher - Johnson and Wales
University
Isabella Marie Florence - New York
Film Academy
Marquis Jamar Fountain - Temple
Mustafa M. Fox - Lehigh U
Jason Francois - Drexel
Brendon Michael Fridman - Temple
Chris Fu - USciences
Jason Fung - Drexel
Keith Fung - Drexel
Aya Furin-Campbell - Howard
Iyonna S. Gaines - West Chester
Brian Gan - Penn State Main
Luphi Gao - Drexel
Ashley Garcia - Dickinson
Aida Gashi - Arcadia
Kermina Gayed - USciences
Javis George - Drexel
Alan Giang - Drexel
Eve I. Gibson - Temple
Yared Ginez-Flores - Temple
Mario Gjata - Temple
Jordyn Alexandria Glenn - Gap Year
Tehya Glover - West Chester
Ashley Go - Drexel

Tyquine Golden - West Chester
Moustafa Gomaa - Lehigh U
Robert Andrew Gomez - Penn State
Abington
Beyonce Marie Gonzalez - Drexel
Helena Grace - Orleans Technical
Institute
Caitlin Graham - Howard U
MaryElizabeth G.R.O. Greeley UPenn
Seth Josiah Green - Drexel
Zionna Destiny Green - Howard U
Ella D. Greene - NYU
Jamirah R. Gregory - Drexel
Stephanie Guerra - Temple
Jose Carlos Gutierrez - CCP
Nirmine Hachemi-Bouzid - Penn
State Abington
Noah James Hallman - Temple
Isaac V. Hanes - Parsons
Diana Bao Hang - Drexel
Kevin Hang - Drexel
Ryan Hang - Drexel
Noah Harrison - Moorehouse
Tessa M. Harrison - Gap Year
Erin M. Hart-Bersin - Temple
Rashid Hassan - Drexel
Terence David Hawkins - CCP
Nydia D. Heintz - Temple
Rashann Jerrod Henry Shippensburg U
Brian Ho - Undecided
My G. Ho - U Sciences
Minh A. Hoang - UPitt - Johnstown
Nelson Hoang - Marines
Sasha Rose Goldberg Hochman Barnard
Evangelia Maria Holahan - Saint
Johns
Emile Emmanuel Holland - Temple
Nydira Noell Holman - Temple
Si Hong - Drexel
Tishara Yvonne Houston - Xaverian
College
Kennedy Lafaye Aija Howard Lincoln U
Keshon William Howard - Arcadia
Jamir Marqjuan Howell - Drexel
Anastasiya Hrytsay - USciences
Michelle Hu - Lehigh U
Vania Hu - Drexel
Annie Huang - Drexel
Joey Huang - Drexel
Julie Huang - Drexel
Wei Cheng Huang - Drexel
Mai Huynh - Drexel
Tina Huynh - Drexel
Leila G. Ibrahim - U-Arts
Baiyinah R. Ings - Hampton U
Lauren Hope Irvine - Hampton U
Erin Ivey - Howard
Aaliyah Crystal-Simone Jackson UPitt - Main
N’Dea K. Jackson - NYU
Shawn Jacob - Temple
Robert Jan Jasz - Temple
Tristan A. Jennings - Temple
Harsh S. Jhaveri - Dartmouth
Kexin Jiang - Drexel
Irene John - Temple
Samuel P. Johns - McGill
Craig Johnson - West Chester
Tierah Ty’Shae Johnson - Arcadia
Ameer Nafis Jones - Carnegie
Mellon
Conrad Jones - UPenn
Makhiah Ranae Jones - Undecided
Ashley Mariam Joseph - USciences
Samiullah Kakar - Undecided
Beka Kalandadze - Drexel
Ma’ayan Grauer Kaplan - SUNY
Purchase Conservatory for Dance
Madeline A. Karasinski - Drexel
Stephanie Kelly - HACC
Sydney Kennedy - Long Island

University Brooklyn
Felicity Khoa - Drexel
Daniel James Kinney, Jr. - Penn
Code Tech
Alexander Kitsmarishvili - Temple
Kristina Kozak - Jefferson
Franz Yusef Kreidie - Jefferson
Brenda Kwee Krishnawongso USciences
Max Kugelmeier - Gap year
Jeffrey Abraham Kunnel - Temple
Jehuda David Kusuma - UPenn
Timmy Lai - UPenn
Kinhthia Lam - Temple
Christina Lao - Temple
Ekin Lau - CCP
Elizabeth A. Laub - UPitt - Main
Annie Le - Drexel
Duy Ba Le - UPenn
Truong Van Le - Drexel
Samantha Rose Leaness - UVermont
Daniel Thomas Leary - Temple
Mandy Lee - Temple
Abigail Rose Leedy - McAllister
Kevin Lei - Drexel
Jonas Lezzi - Exchange
Amy Li - Temple
Frankie Li - UPenn
Helen K. Li - Tufts
Jess Li - Drexel
Jiaqi Li - Drexel
Kevin Li - Penn State Abington
Shuzhen Li - Temple
Flora Liang - Drexel
Jason Liang - Dexel
Anna Lin - UPenn
Cindy Lin - Temple
Dao G. Lin - Drexel
Devin Lin - Drexel
Sandy Lin - UPenn
Aniesha Lee Littles - Howard
Anna Liu - Drexel
Tina Liu - Drexel
Charles Livingston - Millersville
Asycurie Lombestova - Drexel
Larry Long - Drexel
Kayla Alese Lopez - Howard
Oscar Lopez - Drexel
Matthew S. Lor - USciences
Kenya R. Lovell-Bacchus - West
Chester
Vanybert J. Lucas - Temple
William Lukomski - Clemson
Kevin Luo - Drexel
Jasmine Luu - Drexel
Michelle Ly - Drexel
Joshua Evan MacBain - Drexel
Judy Mai - CCP
Connor J. Maisano - CCP
Edwin G. Mak - Penn State Main
Cindy Mani - UPenn
Jennifer L. Manoj - Temple
Reuel R. Manukonda - Penn State
Abington
Jessica Mark - Drexel
Aaliyah Tiara Marshall - Morgan
State
Jeremiah D. Martin - Temple
Madolin J. Mast - Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute
Gabrielle D. Mateo - Temple
Cung Rem Mawi - Temple
Blake Alden Mayberry - Harford
Community College
Yasmine S. McCall - Howard
Connor Patrick McCole - CCP
Mikayla Michelle McCray - IUP
Seamus Ian McGuoirk - Thaddeus
Stevens
Lawrence D. McKenny - Penn State
- Main
Joe Mei - Drexel
Leola Meristil - Penn State Berks
Yasmine Mezoury - UPenn
Cayla B. Michels - American U

College Destinations
Ashley G. Miller - Millersville
Fozia A. Mohamed - Jefferson
Emly Jess Moise - Boston U
Doryn Monvil - Howard
Elisabeth Hope Moore - Yale
Makayla Anne Morell - Gap Year
Yassin Houssein Moussa - West
Chester
Basir Junaid-Ali Muhammad Temple
Adnan X. Mukbel - Drexel
Majid Mustafa - Undecided
Manar Ayoub Mutan - CCP
Vitaliy Mykhnyak - Penn State
Abington
Demadelye Navarro - Gwynedd
Mercy
Mariamol Nelson - USciences
Brandon Ng - Drexel
Thao Nguy - Drexel
Brenda Tran Nguyen - Jefferson
Brianna Nguyen - Temple
Camly Thi Nguyen - USciences
Chau Thanh Nguyen - Boston U
Daniel H. Nguyen - Drexel
Ethan Nguyen - Drexel
Tammy Nguyen - Temple
Tim Nguyen - Drexel
Bonnie Ni - Drexel
Timothy A. Nicholson, II - Villanova
Andrew Dylan Niedermeier - NYU Shanghi
Miriam Onyx Nielsen - Brigham
Young U-Idaho
Diana Nikolaenko - Walnut Hill
College
Ameyrah J. Norris-Kittrell - Penn
State Main
Rachelle N. Nozil - Penn State
Abington
Ngozi Joy Nwokeukwu - Penn State
Main
Edward Ochanas - Stevens Institute of
Technology
Brendan Patrick O’Neal - Temple
Juliannie M. Ortega - Lafayette
College
David I. Ortiz - Boston U
Martina Otuonye - Howard
Amin K. Ouldbabaali - CCP
Jade Mikayla Owens - Drexel
Xenia Simone Owens - Saint Johns U
Ola Aderele Owodunni - Carnegie
Mellon
Shakira Tierria Page - East
Stroutsberg U
Andre D. Pak - Drexel
Luis Gonzalo Palau - Penn State Abington
Columar Pharnith Pan - Temple
Mahima Elizabeth Parappurath - New
York Insititute of Technology
Jungju Park - Temple
Dimple R. Patel - Temple
Samarth H. Patel - CCP
Mariya Paul - USciences
Siona Leigh Pearson - Drexel
Pichmonyrath Peou - Pomona U
Edgardo Enrique Perez, Jr. - Penn
State Abington
Caleb Daniel Perline - Drexel
Abigail Petrella - Jefferson U
Kim Pham - Temple
Truongan Luong Pham - UPenn
Shawn Philip - Temple
William Phung - Undecided
Cindy Phuong - Johnson Wale’s U.
Providence
Morgan Alexander Plant - Temple
Isaac B. Pointer, Jr. - Temple
Kyra Juliana Ponce - Temple
Jenna Postemus - Virginia State
Tijay K. Prince - Kutztown
Kyle D. Quan - Drexel
Capri CR Ragin - Penn State Berks

Merlin Rajan - USciences
William Reed - Undecided
Samantha R. Reilly - Drexel
Samara Ilan Reisbord - Jefferson
Darren Reuthream - Penn State
Abington
Malenie Reyes - Duke
Gabriela Riano - Temple
Alexis LaVeir Rios - North Carolina
ANT
Jessica Anne Rios - Temple
Jocelyn Rios - West Chester
Justin A. Rivera - Drexel
Nykeima Sapphire Roberts - Penn
State Main
Aquil Robinson - Wilkes U
Deandra Aisha Robinson - Pitt
Lyric J. Robinson - Howard
Duane Ronald Rodgers, Jr. - West
Chester
Yesenia Yareliz Rodriguez-Pizarro Claremont McKenna College
Rebecca D. Romero - West Chester
Jiahao Rong - Drexel
Grace Roscioli - Drexel
Mirsab Ibn Brandon Rose Kutztown
Jasmine M. Rowland - Drexel
Shawn Roy - Temple
Wallace Ruan - Villanova
Brittany A. Ruiz - Gap Year
Kejsi Ruka - Drexel
Hajer Mahamat Sabil - Lehigh U
Gabriel A. Saez - Indiana University
of Pennsylvania
Jacob H. Salmon - UPitt - Main
Alexander Santos - Drexel
Adam Sao - Drexel
Tyler Schemaitat - Temple
Anthony D. Schemes - Drexel
Marlaina Louise Schiman - Temple
Kennedy Alexandria Scott - West
Chester
David P. Setiawan - UPenn
Ahmed E. Shanab - Reed College
Brandon T. Sharkey - U-Iowa
Neve Shaver - Temple
Amy Shi - Drexel
Leah Jungwoo Shin - Temple
Desada Shpuza - Penn State
Abington
Eli R. Simon - University of
Southern California
Cordell K. Singleton - Eastern U
Amir Smith - Undecided
Liyanni Jahzee Smith - Temple
Saron Atiras Smith - IUP
Alexandra C’anni Smythe - Virginia
State
Siby Soju - USciences
Trish Ngoc Son - University of
North Texas
Avinash Sookram - Penn State
Abington
Isabella Rose Sorrentino - Neuman
Jada Spady - Penn State Main
Destiny Eshe Stallworth - CCP
Hana Sophie Sterner - Oberlin
Evan Howard Stinson - Ursinus
College
Alyscia Andrea Straughter - CCP
Brian Su - Drexel
Laura Suarez - Temple
Yanling Sun - UPenn
Charisma S. Swain - Howard
Dominique Lashai Swift Undecided
Thomas Swingley - UPenn
Lisa Sy - USciences
Amirah Joi Syders - Drexel
Kevin Taing - Temple
Giahan Tang - Temple
Diana Tatska - Penn State Abington
Grace Noelle Taylor - West Chester
Jared Henry Taylor - Temple

Miles Craig Taylor - Penn State
Main
Imir O. Taylor-Threats - Undecided
Damali Atiya Teagle - Gwynedd
Mercy
Soundouss Telhaoui - Drexel
Jurti Telushi - UPenn
Livia I. Telushi - Temple
Sevila Temirova - Temple
Eric Thach - Temple
Leona Thomas - Monmouth U
Lydia Thomas - CCP
Shane Thomas - USciences
Steve Thomas - Drexel
Keelan Rae Thorn - Temple
Anthony R. Tien - Gap Year
Samantha R. Tom - Temple
Annie Ton - Drexel
Anthony C. Torres - Penn State
Abington
Steven Torres - Brigham Young
Idaho
Joseph Haskell Trachtman - Temple
Christine Tran - Drexel
David Tran - Temple
David N. Tran - CCP
Naomi Tran - UPenn
Selena Kimberly Tran - Drexel
Tina Trinh - Temple
Warren David Troise - Temple
Natalie Truong - Drexel
Igor Tugluk - UPenn
Mahmou Turay - West Chester U
Karyssa Valencia - CCP
Matthew B. Valle - Temple
Derlunchka Valmyr - Drexel
Robert M. Vann, Jr. - CCP
Jenny Varkey - Temple
Shivam Vats - Temple
Catalina Vazquez - Penn State
Abington
Selena A. Velazquez - Gyynedd
Mercy U
Jeff Victor - Drexel
Aiyana Villanueva - Duke U
Taylor M. Viz - Temple
Nikki Vo - Undecided
Jessica Vong - Drexel
Gabrielle Nhi Vu - Temple
Huong Thanh Vu - Temple
Makai Anh Vuong - Drexel
Amir R. Wakefield - Hampton
Krysta Carlota Walicki - UC
Berkeley
Ao Wang - Drexel
Nina Wang - Drexel
Xing Yu Wang - Undecided
Xiuting Wang - Drexel
ZiTong Wang - Temple
Sean Michael Warren - West
Chester
Angel Washington - LaSalle U
Eric Joseph Watkins - West Chester
Rose Mandel Weinbaum - Brown
Sophia Wen - Penn State Abington

Olivia Elena West - Penn State Main
Zola Shay Wharton - Howard U
Katherine G. Wheeler - Bowdoin
College
David Elijah White - Washington
College
Isaiah E. White - U Miami
Brandon David Whitman-Orlin Penn State Abington
Terrick Anthony Whitters - Albright
DeShawn D. Wiggins - Wesley
Dayonna Celeste Williams - Temple
Geneva E. Williams - UPenn
Jalyn Noelle Williams - Undecided
Nathan Owen Williamson-Rouse Howard
Khamyra Elaine Wilson - West
Chester
Tamar Wilson - IUP
William Joseph Wollaver, III - Gap
Year
Karen Wong - Penn State Main
Jacqueline Swany Wongso Jefferson
Jason C. Worrell - UPitt - Main
Kyle Tyree Wright - CCP
Nyla Aleitha Wright - Howard
Janing Wu - Penn State Abington
Johnson Wu - Drexel
Xiaoying Wu - Drexel
Georgia Knight Wunder - Neumann
Jacob Freedman Wycoff - UPenn
Huiying Xiao - Swarthmore
Zi Qing Xie - Drexel
Vickie Xue - UPenn
Lea Rose Yakov - Penn State
Altoona
Annie Yang - UPenn
Frank Yang - Drexel
Liming You - Drexel
Frances Yu - Drexel
Joanne Yu - Drexel
Cindy W. Yuan - USciences
Michelle Yuen - Drexel
Kaltra Zabiku - Villanova
Noble Ortelin Zahairagunn - NYU
Sam Zahroun - Temple
Gabrielle I. Zalzman - Temple
Loren R. Zalzman - U Arizona
Vivian Xing Lan Zauhar - UPitt
Main
Esmeralda Zere - Villanova
Daria S. Zhadanova - UPenn
Angel Zhang - Drexel
Jinlong Zhang - Drexel
Yuxin Zhang - Jefferson
Sherry Zheng - Drexel
Xing Zheng - Drexel
Megan Zhong - UPenn
Huihuang Zhu - Temple
Nancy Zhu - UPenn
Stanley Zhu - Drexel
Anny Zhuo - Drexel
Jackie Zou - Penn State Main

College Destination Statistics

Drexel..........................................................125
Temple...........................................................95
Ivy League Schools.......................................41
Penn State School.........................................40
CCP................................................................22
West Chester.................................................20
UScience.......................................................18
Gap Year..........................................................8

Central’s Accolades

sponsor Mr. Herbstritt, and helping teachers
Ms. Cohen, Mr. Fowler, and Dr. Feovanov.
If you are interested in joining the science
research elective class next year please talk to
Mr. Herbstritt. If your roster does not permit
space for you to take Science Research as
a class, you can still participate in these
science fairs! Simply talk to Mr. Herbstritt
with or without an idea and get started!

MaryElizabeth Greely (278) |
Managing Editor
Helen Li (278) | Staff Writer
George Washington Carver Science Fair
Ethan Akiva Israel Dagulsan: The Health
Partners Foundation Health Tech Award,
Dornsife School of Public Health at Drexel
University Award
Vorith Tadjibaev: 2nd Place in Chemistry
Igor Avanesov: 1st Place in Microbiology
Amir Kurbanov: 2nd Place in Microbiology
Aum Patel: 1st Place in Zoology
Joy Wong: 1st Place in Physics
Vincent Yang: 2nd Place in Computer Science,
Oscar Harris Award, Pete Conrad Award
Doreen Walmyr: 1st Place in Mathematics
Dimple Patel: 2nd Place in Medicine and
Health, eResearch Technology Scholarship
Award
Maab Taha: 1st Place in Earth and Science
Prem Modi: Best of Fair Award Grade 9/10, 1st
Place in Chemistry, AstraZeneca Advancing
Science for Better Health Award, Geiger Award
for Ingenuity
Yashi Patel: 2nd Place in Earth and Space
Science
Angel Zhang & Frances Yu: 2nd Place in Team
Project, Clara Tolbert Award for Exceptional
Teamwork & the Integration of Mathematics
and Science
Joey Chan: 1st Place in Botany
Sylvia Cho: Best of Fair Award Grade 11/12,
1st place in Zoology, American Association for
Cancer Research Award
Timani Clement: 1st Place in Health and
Medicine, Braskem Award for Outstanding
Achievements in Chemistry and Engineering
Helen Li: 1st Place Biochemistry
Mikolaj Ciszewski: 3rd Place in Engineering
Lynn Larabi: 2nd Place in Botany

PJAS participants gather for a picture to end their trip
PJAS Regionals
Michael Mei: 3rd Place in Environmental
1st Place:
Science
Dimple Patel
Mazin Ahmed
Daniel Molchansky: Honorable Mention in
Annalisa Quinn
Igor Avanesov
Botany
Brandon Sharkey
Joey
Chan
Annalisa Quinn: 3rd Place in Chemistry
Alexandra Smythe
Timani
Clement
Brandon Sharkey: 2nd Place in Computer
Vorith Tadjibaev
Lynn Larabi
Science
Maab Taha
Helen Li
Alexandra Smythe: 3rd Place in Medicine and
Doreen Walmyr
Prem
Modi
Health
Angel Washington
Dan
Molchansky
Vorith Tadjibaev: 2nd Place in Chemistry
Vincent Yang
Samar Oubarri
Angel Washington: 3rd Place in Behavioral
Daria Zhadanova
Yashi Patel
Science, “Young Techy” Award
Daria Zhadanova: Honorable Mention in
PJAS States
Environmental Science, Naval Science Award
1st Place:
2nd Place:
Mazin Ahmed
Igor Avanesov
Delaware Valley Science Fair
Joey Chan
Prem Modi
Helen Li: 1st Place in Biochemistry,
Lynn Larabi
Dan Molchansky
Harrisburg University Scholarship
Helen Li
Samar Oubarri
Mikolaj Ciszewski: 2nd Place in Earth &
Dimple Patel
Yashi Patel
Space Sciences, Harrisburg University
Annalisa Quinn
Vorith Tadjubaev
Scholarship
Alexandra Smythe
Doreen Valmyr
Dimple Patel: Leonardo DaVinci Society
Maab Taha
Angel Washington
Award, Harrisburg University Scholarship
Vincent Yang
Joey Chan: 3rd Place in Botany, University of
Daria Zhadanova
the Science in Philadelphia (USP) Scholarship,
The
success of these science fairs would not
Harrisburg University Scholarship
have been possible without the science fair
Lynn Larabi: Future Scientist/USDA Eastern
Regional Res. Ctr., Future Scientist Award,
Harrisburg University Scholarship
Timani Clement: American Association for
Cancer Research Award, Harrisburg University
Scholarships
Sylvia Cho: 1st Place in Zoology, University of
the Science in Philadelphia (USP) Scholarship,
Harrisburg University Scholarship
Prem Modi: Honorable Mention in Chemistry,
Society of Tribologists and Lubrication
Engineers/STLE
Maab Taha: 3rd Place in Earth & Space
Sciences
Frances Yu & Angel Zhang: Honorable
Mention in Team Projects

Helen Li’s (278) Science Fair Project

Class of 278
Sponsor: Mr. Horwits
We graduate in May.
Because we are the bomb.com
We have some of the most talented,
amazing, and smart students <3
4. Highest attendance record… until
senior year.
5. Started new traditions
6. We are “two seven great”.
7. We have Mr. Horwits as our sponsor.
Where the Philly tickets at!?
8. We planted the tree, we watched the
tree, and the tree snapped in half. RIP
tree.
9. Mr. Horwits and Ms. Zeserman got
engaged
10. We rocked the boat in New York!

PC: Ms. Harrington

1.
2.
3.

PAGE 6

Robolancers
With countless hours spent on coding,
designing, and building robots, the Robolancers
became the finalists at the Bensalem District
Competition this late March. To continue their
successful journey, the Robolancer’s Mentor
Team was able to claim the Winner’s and
Creativity Award at the RoboRumble in April.
The amount of dedication and commitment has
consistently been seen with this team as they
continue their legacy and create technological
solutions to our everyday problems. Way
to go Robolancers, keep up the great work!
National History Day
Every year, students passionate about history,
public policy, and social issues compete in
the National History Day competition to
demonstrate their knowledge as well as spread
the awareness of different issues. This year, the
theme was focused on triumph and tragedy in
history. About thirty students competed in the
regional competition in mid-March, with over
twenty students winning in either an individual
or group award. The victory did not stop at
regionals as many students competed at states.
However, the high level of competitiveness
did not stop Central’s NHD members from
continuing their success. Three group projects
placed at states; in fact, one team will be
moving on to the nationals in early June. The
enormous amount of effort and time devoted by
each student who participated in the National
History Day competition shows the importance
of promoting and appreciating history.

NHD State participants smiles after thier victories

78 Reasons to LOVE 278

11. Construction for the new
Arts wing began during our
time.
12. Renovated bathrooms with
actual mirrors!
13. Better school lunches with
larger portions!
14. Eagles won the
Superbowl!!! Go Eagles!
15. We got to hold the
Lombardi trophy, wearing
gloves of course ;)
16.
17.
18.
19.

Ms. Scott became Dr. Scott.
Mr. Drago became Dr. Drago.
School went up to rank 95 out of 100.
Our final year is the first year that we
have open advisory.
20. We fondly remember Officer Rankin.
21. School got air conditioning. Bless!

22. We re established Women’s Week.
30. Classrooms now have smart boards.
We are going high tech now!
34. We are the undefeated Powder Puff
winners for both our junior and senior
year.
36. We won march madness both junior
and senior year.
42. Junior prom at reading
terminal. Bonus: free ice
cream :)
49. Senior prom at the vie.
We all got to dress fancy
and dance the night away.
52. Established annual 		
Christmas Carols! Cheers
to the ghosts of Central
past, present, and future.
55. Entire music 			
department to to

58.
60.
62.
64.
65.
67.
68.
70.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Chicago to perform.
Established model UN.
Most diverse school in the country!
Because we win. Everything!
Because we’re gr8. ^_^
27Great
Last batch of kids born in 2000
90% of us registered to vote
First full class of juniors taking AP
Calculus thanks to Ms. Dragomir
Because we are college-bound.
There is no reason, it’s 278 and you
just gotta love it.
We stay united and have each other’s
back
… I mean we could go on to 278
reasons why, but we think you get the
point.

THE CENTRALIZER

An Exposé, an Escapee and a Failing E: An Interview with Len Lear
Annalisa Quinn (279)
Staff Writer

PC: Annalisa Quinn (279)

I met Len Lear (209) with my
mom while he was writing an article about
my mom’s non-profit organization. He is an
author and editor at the Chestnut Hill Local
for the Local Life section, despite having
no prior experience as a journalist. His
journey to becoming a journalist is a long
story in itself. I enjoyed hearing about his
time at Central and his life afterward, so we
arranged for an interview a few weeks later.
When he attended Central in 1954,
two classes graduated per year, with their
starting semesters at school determined
by their birthday. The first semester
was from February to June. The second
semester, after summer, was September
to January. Len notes that his favorite
thing about Central was the camaraderie.
He recalls playing in the schoolyard
until his mom would call him home for
dinner saying, “It’s dinner time Lenny!”
or “The meatloaf is on the table, son!” He
was a member of the football team until
he was beaten up by a guy forty pounds
heavier than him at football practice.
Len recollected attending dances at Girl’s
High after school, where the boys and girls
anxiously remained on opposite sides of
the gymnasium. No one wanted to be the
first one to start dancing with a girl. At
lunchtime, he would drive with friends
over to Olney High to meet girls. This was
at a time when school law enforcement was
not present. The visits never amounted to
him finding a girlfriend, but he said, “I felt
like I was getting away with something.”
Len stated that he had flunked
biology in sophomore year. With an

first Woodstock Music Festival in 1969 in
New York State. They could not get a pet
sitter fortheir eight-year-old cat, Blackie, so
the cat joined them at the festival However,
at night, the cat disappeared. Blackie was
wearing a little red collar with a bell and
could’ve been anywhere in the crowd
of 400,000 people. Finally, after telling
multitudes of people, they found Blackie.
They hadn’t any food for 16 hours and no
idea of how to get any, so they decided to
begin walking the long road back to their car.
The last few hours on the road
to the cabin in Maine were pitch black.
Len had to get out of the car to walk up to
road signs to read them. When they finally
arrived, Blackie was gone, again! The cat
could have gotten out at any of the road
signs spread across miles of the road, near
the woods with coyotes, bears and other
predators. Completely miserable, unable
to think of anything else, they left two days
early. Len gave his contact information to
the caretaker of the cabin in case the man
miraculously found their beloved cat.
Almost four months had passed,
when they assumed he was gone for good,
the man contacted Len. The man had been
placing food outside, and on night he woke
to the sound of a commotion outside. He
discovered two animals fighting outside.
One was a black cat and the other one was
a raccoon! He realized it was Blackie by
the red collar and bell, so he lured the cat
by placing the food near the screen door.
To his dismay, he did not know where he
put Len’s phone number. The man scoured
his house until he found the number.
The man contacted Len, but there was a
dilemma. He could not hold onto Blackie
for long because there was a snowstorm
heading to town and he’d need to leave to
an apartment close by that forbids pets.
In order to fly Blackie on a plane, Blackie
needed shots. Len sent the money to the
man for the vet fees and a rental car for
the man who didn’t have a car of his own.
Len paid for Blackie’s flight home in a
cardboard box in the cargo section. Len’s
wife went to pick Blackie up from the
airport. When they returned home, Blackie
peacefully purred on a pillow for days, only
getting up to eat and go to the litter box.
plane, he needed shots. Len sent the money
to the man for the vet fees and a rental car
for the man who didn’t have a car of his
own. Len paid for Blackie’s flight home
in a cardboard box in the cargo section.
Len’s wife went to pick Blackie up from the
airport. The cat came down the carousel
of cargo in a box. Blackie cried the whole
ride home. When they arrived, Blackie
peacefully purred on a pillow for days, only
getting up to eat and go to the litter box.

A selfie after a great interview!

average of about 67, his teacher asked him
what grade he thought he deserved. He
replied that he deserved an E, which is a 65
to 70, in hopes that his honesty, integrity,
and humility would prompt the teacher to
boost his grade. He was shocked to find he
got what he asked for. To make up for this
setback, Len attended summer school at
Olney High. Because of his experience with
his biology class, he was terrified to take
chemistry. He decided to go to his counselor
to find out if it was a mandatory class. He
was glad to find out it was an elective, which
many students did not know at the time.
Len was on the Pre-Med track
with the intention of being a psychiatrist.
Halfway through to his doctorate, he lost
his job as an Investigator of Communicable
Diseases for the Philadelphia Health
Department. Willing to take any job, he
answered every advertisement he could
find. He was hired at the Philadelphia
Tribune, the oldest African-American

PC: Patricia Quinn

newspaper which is still operating today.
He was told by the editor that he had to
bring in a camera when he started. Len
barely knew how to work one, so he had
to borrow his friend’s. The editor told him
he could only have one roll of film, with
twelve shots, for six articles. He enjoyed
working on stories and meeting interesting
people , but after ten years, he was fired. A
reporter named Jerry Mondesire, the first
black editor of the Inquirer and a former
President of Philadelphia’s NAACP wanted
to write a story on the Philadelphia Tribune.
Mondesire wrote an exposé titled the
Tribulations of the Tribune which addressed
the censorship of articles aimed at abashing
black politicians. Len agreed to be a source
for this article, knowing he could lose his
job, knowing that an allegation would have
more credibility with a name attached.
He was fired for betraying the company
by making those public comments about
the management. Len valued Mondesire’s
integrity and honesty in his work.
Len started at the new daily paper called
the Philadelphia Journal. During the first
week of opening, about forty reporters had
to share four phones and four typewriters.
Just as he was ready to write his story,
notes all over his papers, he’d have to wait
in line for a typewriter. After four years,
the workers had to take pay cuts during
a recession. Soon their stock was falling
and the newspaper had to close suddenly.
For twenty years, after the
Philadelphia Journal closed in 1982, he
wrote as a freelance journalist which he
said was an ‘impossible way of making a
living’. He then took on the role of writing
restauarant reviews for the Chestnut Hill
Local. He was only paid $25 per article
which was less than the meal he ordered.
One article he wrote for this paper in 2009
was titled A Cat-astrophic Story You Will
Not Believe, detailing his experience at the

Annalisa Quinn (279) engaging in the interview.

What do you need to know about the May Primaries in Philadelphia?
Kejsi Ruka (278)
Managing Editor
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Ciancaglini, also wants to repeal the soda
tax and place a focus on Philadelphia’s
sanctuary city status. Although there is
no formal definition, sanctuary cities such
as Philadelphia are known for refusing
to comply with federal government
requests to detain or report individuals
based on their immigration status.
The elections for city council also
revolve around similar issues regarding
Philadelphia’s crime rates, poverty rates,
and the city’s sanctuary status. However,
voters are interested in the council’s plans
regarding education. Among the concerns
that councilmembers have been dealing
with are improving building conditions in
schools, upgrading to modern technology,
and stabilizing teacher turnover rates.
Student Abigail Leedy commented, “The
people we elect will pass laws that will affect
us now, obviously, but for several years to
come, so I think playing an active part in
the election means playing an active part in
our future and it’s obviously really good that
we are starting to do that at a higher rate.”

For Central students, the
primaries were an exciting time to finally
have a say in who will fight on behalf of the
students. Louisa Hanson (279) said, “It’s
people getting out there, getting their feet
wet if they just turned 18, like figuring out
how to vote, like where their polling place
is, going through the process.” Central’s
Home and School Association also donated
tablets to assist in the voter registration
effort. In the future, Central hopes to
expand and improve upon efforts to register
voters and develop the student voice.

PC: Amazon.come

Tuesday, May 21st marked
Philadelphia’s May Primary Election.
For eligible student voters at Central
High School, the election provides hope
for change and the first opportunity to
have their voices be heard. 383 seniors
are registered to vote, comprising 92%
of the eligible voters at Central. The
people registered to vote have a say
in determining Philadelphia’s new
mayor, city council, city commissioners,
judges, and sheriff. Whoever fills these
positions will have a lasting effect on
the city depending on their policies.
The most highly debated positions
to the general public are mayor and city
council. The Democratic candidates for
the next mayor position are Jim Kenney,
who is the incumbent, Alan Butkovitz,
and Anthony Hardy Williams. The only
Republican candidate running is Billy
Ciancaglini, a criminal defense attorney.

The most debated policy within the
mayoral candidate race is the soda tax.
Mayor Kenney is the main supporter
of the soda tax, which is considered
the main achievement of his term.
The soda tax, made to directly
fund a universal pre-Kindergarten
program and improve to parks and rec in
the city since its implementation in 2017,
has caused a decline in sugary drinks of
around 38%, but the tax did not influence
health. Louisa Hanson (279) commented,
“I think the biggest issue on the ballot
is probably the soda tax.” Despite the
unclear link between the soda tax and
public health, the tax has produced
around $130 million that have been
going to preschools and public services.
Problems that Kenney has not
addressed are the high crime rates and
the growing opioid crisis. State Senator
Anthony Williams, one of Mayor Kenney’s
opponents, vowed to address homicide
and draw awareness towards gun violence.
Williams, along with Butkovitz and
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Varsity Softball Stars
Jordan Carrier (280)
Staff Writer

From bottom left to right: Molly Bevenour, Ola Owodunni, Ella Greene, and Madison Duffy (278).

On Friday, May 10, the Girls’
Varsity Softball team ended their regular
season by securing a 19-4 victory against
Franklin Learning Center (FLC). Madison
Duffy (278) and Lucia Layden (280) each
hit a homerun; Molly Bevenour (278)
hit a double; and Duffy stole 4 bases.

The softball girls, coached by Dr. Soda,
concluded their season with an 11-1
record, advancing to the playoffs. On
Tuesday, May 14, the girls easily won
their first playoff game against Northeast
High School; the score was 11-6.
The Girls’ Varsity Softball team will
be playing Franklin Towne Charter
High School (FTC) in the semi-finals
on Thursday, May 16. Wish them luck!

The underclassmen created beautiful, heartfelt posters for their seniors on Senior Day!

Senior Farewells
Featuring Harsh & Tristan
Harsh Jhaveri (278)
SA President

Tristan Jenning (278)

Dear 278,
Throughout my time at Central, I
have met many of you and through these
interactions I have develop strong bonds
with you all. All good things must come
to an end, and while that is true for our
high school years, the same cannot be
said about our bonds. They will last us a
lifetime and although we may be separated,
our bonds will continually connect us.
Our accomplishments need
not be repeated, we have truly left our
mark on this school in all facets. Be it in
academics, sports, clubs, social events, etc.
278 has undoubtedly done great things at
Central, and I know that we will continue
to do great in our own respective paths.
I want to thank you all for being
a part of my four years. Every moment
I spent here was memorable, and that
could have only happened because of
you all. I say this from the bottom of
my heart, Thank you 278, Thank you!

Dear Central,
I want to thank all of my teachers
who have had such a pivotal role in my
development as a student and as a person.
I want to thanks my friends
for always having my back and keeping
me going through the rough patches
and help celebrate the good times.
I want to thank Mr. Horwits
for keeping this class going, having
great events and never losing the spirit
for the class of 278. He has also been
a personal mentor of mine over the
past years in many aspects of my life.
I want to thank the class of
278 as it has been an honor to act as
your president for the past two years.
Finally, I want to thank Central
High School for providing a space for me to
grow and learn and become the best person I
can be. Deciding to come to Central was one
of the best decisions that I have ever made

278 President

The Centralizer
Sponsor: Mr. McElhenny
Dear Readers,
Thank you, our readers and
viewers, for supporting us through a
successful year. This year, our staff has
amassed numerous honors and accolades,
such as the Keystone Press Awards and
the Notebook Awards. Your continued
interest has enabled this paper to flourish.
Furthermore, our staff would like to thank

The last huddle up! | PC: Amelia Cucchiara (281) and Mabel Moosbrugger (280)

the Alumni Association for their continued
patronage, as well as Susquehanna Printing
for making this paper possible. Finally,
we would like to thank our sponsor, Mr.
McElhenny, for providing his mentorship
and unwavering encouragement. We hope
to continue to uphold the school’s values and
represent the student voice with the help of
your viewership. It’s truly been a great year!

Varsity Baseball Team: First in The 6A Division

Jordan Carrier (280)
Staff Writer
With their 13-1 record, the
Boys’ Varsity Baseball Team holds the
number one rank in their 6A division.
Although the boys’ season started off with
a tough loss, the team coached by Micah
Winterstein, bounced back and won
every subsequent league game. Including
out-of-league games, the boys’ baseball
team holds an impressive record of 15-2.
On Tuesday, May 7th, the boys
had a crucial game against Frankford High
School. Because Frankford and Central
were tied for first place, our boys’ victory
was the determining factor of their first
place 6A division rank. The baseball team
crushed Frankford 8-2, with Brooks Ey (279)
pitching 6 full innings with no runs scored.
The baseball team’s seniors
include David White, David Ortiz, Blake
Mayberry, Luis Paula, Eli Simon, and Eric
Watkins. White will be playing D3 baseball
at Washington College, Watkins will be
playing D2 at West Chester University,
and Mayberry will be playing D1 at a

Boys’ Varsity Baseball pose for the picture. | PC: Dawn Ey (Brooks Ey’s mother)

soon to be decided college. On Friday,
May 17, the seniors will lead their team
into the first playoff game.
Wish them the best of luck!
With their 13-1 record,
the Boys’ Varsity Baseball Team
holds the number one rank in
their 6A division. Although
the boys’ season started off

with a tough loss, the team coached by
Micah Winterstein, bounced back and won
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every subsequent league game. Including
out-of-league games, the boys’ baseball
team holds an impressive record of 15-2.
On Tuesday, May 7th, the boys
had a crucial game against Frankford High
School. Because Frankford and Central
were tied for first place, our boys’ victory
was the determining factor of their first
place 6A division rank. The baseball team
crushed Frankford 8-2, with Brooks Ey (279)
pitching 6 full innings with no runs scored.
The baseball team’s seniors
include David White, David Ortiz, Blake
Mayberry, Luis Paula, Eli Simon, and Eric
Watkins. White will be playing D3 baseball
at Washington College, Watkins will be
playing D2 at West Chester University, and
Mayberry will be playing D1 at a soon to
be decided college. On Friday, May 17, the
seniors will lead their team into the first
playoff game. Wish them the best of luck!
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